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Abstract. Recent advances in deep neural networks have given rise to
new approaches to content-based image retrieval (CBIR). Their ability
to learn universal visual features for any target query makes them a good
choice for systems dealing with large and diverse image datasets. How-
ever, employing deep neural networks in interactive CBIR systems still
poses challenges: either the search target has to be predetermined, such
as with hashing, or the computational cost becomes prohibitive for an
online setting. In this paper, we present a framework for conducting inter-
active CBIR that learns a deep, dynamic metric between images. The
proposed methodology is not limited to precalculated categories, hashes
or clusters of the search space, but rather is formed instantly and inter-
actively based on the user feedback. We use a deep learning framework
that utilizes pre-extracted features from Convolutional Neural Networks
and learns a new distance representation based on the user’s relevance
feedback. The experimental results show the potential of applying our
framework in an interactive CBIR setting as well as symbiotic interac-
tion, where the system automatically detects what image features might
best satisfy the user’s needs.
Keywords: Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) · Deep neural net-
works · Interactive systems · Exploratory search
1 Introduction
In recent years, image retrieval techniques operating on meta-data, such as tex-
tual annotations, have become the industry standard for retrieval from large
image collections. This approach works well with suﬃciently high-quality meta-
data. However, with the explosive growth of image collections it has become
apparent that tagging new images quickly and eﬃciently is not always possible.
Secondly, even if instantaneous high-quality image tagging was possible, there
are still many instances where image search by query is problematic. It might
be easy for a user to deﬁne their query if they are looking for an image of a cat
but how do they specify that the cat should be of a very particular shade of
ginger with sad looking eyes. A solution to this is content-based image retrieval
(CBIR) [7], especially in combination with relevance feedback [28] that actively
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involves the user into the search loop and utilizes his knowledge in the iterative
search process [1–3,10,17].
A variety of feature descriptors have been used for image representation in
CBIR, such as color, edge, texture. Similarly in use have been local feature repre-
sentations, such as the bag-of-words models [26] in conjunction with local feature
descriptors (e.g. SIFT [20]). However, using such low-level feature representation
may not be always optimal for more complex image retrieval tasks due to the
semantic gap between such features and high-level human perception. Hence, in
recent years there has been an increased interest in developing similarity mea-
sures speciﬁcally for such low-level feature image representation [5] as well as
enhancing the feature representation in distance metric learning [24], which is
the approach that we follow in this paper.
Over the past decade deep neural networks have seen many successful appli-
cations in various image recognition and classiﬁcation tasks. These networks
use multiple layers of non-linear transformations learning more abstract features
from the input data. For example, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [19]
have been shown to work extremely well in image classiﬁcation tasks, such as the
ImageNet competition [22], and they produce features that are highly descrip-
tive for various image recognition tasks, even in tasks for which they were not
trained, or higher level concepts, such as scenes [12,21]. However, the interactive
nature of CBIR poses additional diﬃculties with regards to the application of
deep neural networks, such as the responsiveness of the system – search engine
response time exceeding 4 s already interferes with the user’s experience [4].
Additionally, in interactive CBIR, the systems needs to learn what the user is
interested in from a very small amount of feedback – at each search iteration
users tend to indicate only a few images that they like or do not like [11,13].
Learning deep hierarchies for fast image retrieval was considered before by
using autoencoders [18] or creating hash codes based on deep semantic ranking
[27]. While both methods are fast, neither is ﬂexible enough to learn the image
target based on the small amount of relevance feedback obtained from the user.
Wan et al. [24] is the ﬁrst study to apply deep learning to learn a similarity
measure between images in a CBIR setting. Unfortunately, no consideration was
given to the time requirements of the learning task, which is an important aspect
of an interactive retrieval systems. The reported training procedure uses entire
datasets and the training itself can take days. Similarity learning can also be used
to ﬁnd new metrics between faces by maximizing the inter-class diﬀerence, while
minimizing the inner-class diﬀerence [6,14], however, the method was not tested
with a broader set of images and features. Two recent studies [8,25] took into
consideration the training time requirements. However, their system setting relies
on using thousands of images for training, which is too large for a user to tag over
the span of a single search session. The system we describe in this paper needs
only a small number of images tagged by the user through iterative relevance
feedback in order for the system to be trained to ﬁnd the target image(s).
Our focus in this paper is twofold. Our ﬁrst goal is to show how to learn
a deﬁnite representation of the user’s target image(s) with only a few training
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Fig. 1. The siamese architecture with the image feature preprocessing step. The online
component accepts two feature vectors, one per image, and user feedback as the label.
examples. This is an important aspect of an interactive CBIR system that can
gradually learn from user interaction and adjust to the changes in user’s interests
as the search progresses. Second, we aim to reduce the training time required for
the system to be able to make new suggestions to the user to under 4 s. This will
make the proposed system interactive and keep the user engaged in the search
loop.
We use a specialized siamese architecture, originally used for face veriﬁcation
[6], that learns the similarity between two example images. This architecture
utilizes pre-extracted features from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and
learns a new distance representation based on the user’s relevance feedback.
Employing ready CNN features as the basis of the similarity learning speeds up
the process considerably, while maintaining a broad set of features to prevent
the user from getting stuck in a small area of the feature space. The speed of
computing the distance metric and the fact that only a small set of examples
is needed to learn it makes our framework easily applicable to an interactive
retrieval setting, such as CBIR.
2 System Overview
The aim of our system is to assist the user in ﬁnding images that cannot be easily
described using tags, such as an image of “beautiful sky”. Thus, the system needs
to learn what the target of the search is through relevance feedback obtained on
the small number of images displayed at each iteration. As the user’s ﬁnal search
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target may be an image containing any combination of features, our method
utilizes a distance metric between images to learn what features or combination
of features might be of interest to the user. This allows the system to learn a
representation based on the user feedback on the presented images, and show
the user more relevant images as the search progresses. The system diﬀers from a
classiﬁer in that it does not predict which particular classes the user is interested
in but instead tries to learn what features or combination of features might be
of interest to the user.
The system adheres to a search procedure that can be brieﬂy summarised as
follows. The search starts with a random selection of images presented to the
user. At each search iteration, the user is presented with k images and indicates
which images are relevant to his search by clicking on them. The remaining
images in the set of k images that did not receive any user feedback are treated
as irrelevant. Based on this feedback, all the images in the dataset are re-ranked
using a distance measure and the top k images are presented to the user at the
next iteration. Images that were presented to the user so far are excluded from
future iterations. If no images are selected as relevant by the user, we assume that
all the presented images are irrelevant, and images that are maximally distant
from the presented ones are shown to the user at the next iteration. The search
continues until the user is satisﬁed with the presented images.
Below, we describe the feature extraction process and the architecture of the
system in more details.
2.1 Feature Extraction
In order to obtain a good base representation, we use CNNs to extract image
features. CNNs generate high quality classiﬁcation results end-to-end from low,
pixel-level data to image labels by utilizing deep non-linear architectures. The
higher level features from these networks have been successfully used in tasks
involving classiﬁcation of images that were not in the initial training set. This
can be achieved by retraining the features extracted from images to represent the
area in the image space that corresponds to the user’s interests. For our tests,
we use features extracted with OverFeat [23] and relearn only the last few fully
connected layers for the target representation. OverFeat is a publicly available
CNN trained on the ILSVRC13 dataset [22], on which it achieved an error rate of
14.2%. ILVSRC13 contains 1000 object classes from a total of 1.2 million images.
OverFeat has been shown to be successful at various image recognition tasks from
ﬁne-grained classiﬁcation to generic visual instance recognition tasks [21]. The
chosen features were a set of hidden nodes as the fully connected graph begins
from layer 7 (19 within the architecture), totalling 4096 features. The images
were shrunk and then cropped from all sides to produce images of equal size of
231 × 231 pixels. Table 1 shows the composition of the neural architecture used
in our system.
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Table 1. Composition of the neural architecture used in our system.
Layer Input size Output size
FC1 4096 100 Fully connected layer
ReLU Rectiﬁed Linear Unit
FC2 100 20 Fully connected layer
ReLU Rectiﬁed Linear Unit
Feat 20 6 Final feature layer
CLF Contrastive loss function
2.2 System Architecture
Our system employs the siamese architecture [6], which is used for learning
similarities between images by labeling pairs of images as similar or dissimilar,
and maximizing the distance between diﬀerent image groups. We employ user
relevance feedback to divide the presented images into the two classes, i.e. images
with positive feedback (relevant class) and images with negative feedback (non-
relevant class). The overview of the system’s architecture can be seen in Fig. 2.
The siamese similarity metric aims to ﬁnd a function that maps the input into
a new space, where the target distance measure, such as Euclidean distance, may
be used to determine the proximity of two data points. This similarity function,
G, is parameterized with weights W , which the system tries to learn to form the
similarity metric:
Fig. 2. The siamese architecture: two neural nets G that share the weights W as
their parameters. They process the data for the contrastive layer, which outputs the
similarity measure EW .
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EW (X1,X2) = ‖GW (X1) − GW (X2)‖,
where X1 and X2 are paired images.
This metric aims to minimize the intra-class similarity, in the case where X1
and X2 belong to the same class, and to maximize the inter-class similarity if X1
and X2 belong to diﬀerent classes. The algorithm accepts a pair of observations,
which when the loss function is minimized, minimizes or maximizes the similarity
metric EW (X1,X2) depending on whether these observations belong to the same
class.
The contrastive loss function used in the siamese architecture is:
L((W,Y,X1,X2)i) =
(1 − Y )LG(EW (X1,X2)i) + Y LI(EW (X, 1,X2)i),
(1)
where (Y,X1,X2)i is the i-th sample, which is composed of a pair of images and
a label (inter- or intra-class), LG is the partial loss function for an intra-class
pair, LI is the partial loss function for an inter-class pair, and P is the number
of training samples [6].
The siamese architecture (Fig. 1) can ﬁnd an angle in the feature space that
helps to distinguish between diﬀerent aspects of the image, such as diﬀerent
position of the face or diﬀerent facial expressions, making it an ideal choice
for our application. An important aspect of this architecture is the fact that it
generates a distance metric, which may be used to rank or generate dynamic
relevance scores for all the images in a dataset.
3 Experiments
We conducted a set of simulation experiments to evaluate the applicability of
the proposed systems in interactive CBIR. We identiﬁed the following aspects
of the system’s performance to be crucial:
1. The system needs to be trained with only a few training examples, i.e. at each
search iteration, the user is presented with only a small number of images and
often provides feedback to a subset of these, and the system needs to be able
to “learn” what the user is looking for based on this limited feedback;
2. The search target maybe very concrete, e.g. “red rose”, or very abstract,
e.g. “happiness”, and the system needs to support all types of searches with
varying degrees of abstractness;
3. Training time has to be below 4 s for the system to be interactive.
3.1 Experimental Set-Up
We ran a number of simulations to assess the performance of our system. At each
iteration, the system presents 10 images to the simulated user. The target of each
search is a class of images with a given label, e.g. “dogs”, and the simulated user
“clicks” on relevant images from a given target class at each iteration, i.e. the
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user feedback is 1 for images with a relevant label and 0 for the remaining images
in the presented set. The number of relevant images in each iteration can vary
from 0 to 10, depending on the number of relevant images in a given dataset
and on the accuracy of the user throughout the search session. We assume that
the user clicks only on images with the relevant label and that the user clicks
on all the relevant images presented in a given iteration. To test whether the
system can generalize, we also included as search targets images whose labels
were not included in the training set. The search starts with a random selection
of 9 images from a given test dataset plus one image with the label of the target
class for a speciﬁc search – this setting allows us to ensure that all the simulation
experiments have a comparable starting point. In summary, our system supports
the user in ﬁnding an image that best matches their ideal target image(s) in the
manner described below. In each iteration, k images from the database D are
presented to the user and the user selects the relevant image(s) from this set,
according to the following protocol:
For each iteration i = 1, 2, . . . of the search:
– Search engine calculates a set of images xi,1, . . . ,xi,k ∈ D to present to the
user.
– If one or more of the presented images are of interest to the user, then the
user clicks on them thus providing relevance score of 1 to the clicked images.
All the remaining images in the presented set automatically receive relevance
feedback of 0.
– If none of the presented images is of interest to the user, then the user pro-
ceeds to the next iteration and all the presented images automatically receive
relevance feedback of 0.
– The search continues until the user ﬁnds their ideal target image.
We used Caﬀe [16] to produce the live network described above. The simula-
tion experiments were run on a machine with an Intel Core i5 − 4430 CPU 3.00
×4 GHz and a GeForce GTX 660 Ti.
We used three diﬀerent datasets (Fig. 3):
1. 1096 images from the MIRFlickr dataset [15] with various combination of the
following labels: mammals, birds, insects, locomotives. This dataset allowed
us to test whether the learned metric is able to generalize to abstract concepts.
The arbitrary nature of these classes with regards to the model of the feature
extractor is perfect to demonstrate the robustness of our system: the features
extracted from the images may be widely diﬀerent within each label class but
as long as each label can be distinguished with a set of features, the system
should be able to learn it.
2. Our own collection of 294 images of 6 diﬀerent dog breeds, of which only four
are included in the OverFeat classiﬁcation list. This dataset allows us to test
whether the model is able to learn the target in the presence of semantically
related images, some of which are not included in original scope of features
used for training. Such a scenario is quite common in a CBIR setting as the
search gradually narrows down towards very speciﬁc set of image, e.g. the user
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Fig. 3. Example images from the three datasets used in our experiments.
starts a search for images of dogs and gradually narrows down the search to
images of black dogs with pointy ears and bushy tails.
3. 300 classes from the ImageNet dataset [22], totalling 385412 images. We used
this dataset to show that even if the presented images could potentially lead
to hundreds of diﬀerent target images, the learned representation is still able
to detect the relevant features and steer the search towards the most relevant
images.
In the experiments with the ImageNet and MIRﬂickr datasets, we simulated
15 search iterations, which is the average number of iterations of a typical CBIR
search session [9]. In the experiments with the dog breeds dataset, we simulated
only 12 search iterations due to the small size of the dataset. This setting resulted
in a gradually increasing training set, starting from 10 images at the beginning
of the search session and gradually increasing by 10 images with each search
iteration. This setting allowed us to test the robustness of our system with
respect to a small number of training examples. All the reported results are
averaged over 5 training runs for each of the existing classes in a given dataset.
Before running the simulations, we conducted a number of experiments to
conﬁgure our system and to learn what eﬀect various networks parameters
have on the overall performance. By varying the number of layers between
one to three, we noticed smaller gains in the Imagenet dataset, while with the
other datasets the accuracy improved when extra layers were added. We var-
ied the number of training iterations and noticed no signiﬁcant improvement
after a thousand iterations. We settled for 1500 iterations for the ﬁnal simula-
tions. With these results, we chose a structure that takes at most 4 s to train,
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while maximizing gains from the network structure. For the siamese architec-
ture, the training time was already closer to 4 s with two hidden layers, thus we
chose a smaller structure: the incoming 4096 image features are mapped ﬁrst
onto 100 features, then to 20, with the ﬁnal mapping to 6 output values.
3.2 Experimental Results
The aim of the experiments was to test whether the system is able to ﬁnd the
target image or class of images with a relatively small number of training exam-
ples and whether the training time for each iteration is short enough to allow the
system to be used interactively. The test results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. We
show the F1 measure and the training time for each dataset. The system is able
to retrieve relevant images from all the datasets within the ﬁrst few iterations.
Initially, the conﬁdence intervals are wide, which reﬂects the uncertainty of the
system with regards to the user’s search target. However, as the search progresses
and the system receives more and more training points and user feedback, the
conﬁdence intervals are getting narrower, indicating that the system is gradually
zooming in on a speciﬁc area of the search space.
In Fig. 5 we show the average training time for each search iteration. For each
dataset, the average duration of each search iteration is below the 4 s required
to make the system interactive from the usability perspective. This is the case
even when the number of the training datapoints grows with each iteration.
(a) ImageNet (b) MIRFlickr (c) dog breeds
Fig. 4. Test F1-scores (with conﬁdence intervals) for each of the three datasets used in
our experiments. The F-1 score increases with the number of iterations and thus more
user feedback provided to the system.
(a) ImageNet (b) MIRFlickr (c) dog breeds
Fig. 5. Training times for the three datasets used in our experiments. For all the three
datasets, the training time is less than 4 s
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4 Conclusions
We presented a deep neural network framework for learning new representations
in an online interactive CBIR setting. The experimental results show that it
is possible to build CBIR systems that can dynamically learn the target from
very limited user feedback. The system allows users to conduct searches for
abstract concepts even though the system may not have been initially trained
with abstract image classes. This aspect is also of high importance for symbiotic
interactive systems, which can automatically detect what type of images the
user might be looking for without the need on the part of the user to specify
beforehand what image features would best satisfy their needs. We show that
it is possible to produce near-instant image metrics with only a few training
examples. Previous studies show that CNNs are able to abstract and discriminate
beyond their original use. The descriptive value of the original features was not
diminished by the small training set size used in our system, which is a promising
step for using these in a CBIR setting.
The average duration of a search iteration with our pipeline is close to the 4 s
required in interactive systems, and can be further reduced with more ﬁne tuning
of the system and improved hardware. In the future, we are planning to run
more extensive simulation experiments as well as conduct extensive user studies
to test the system for its applicability in various search scenarios. Additionally,
decreasing the sampling size and parallelizing the framework with GPUs are the
next steps in our system’s development. The goal is to reduce the processing
speed to below 3 s in a system that is able to converge to the target image in a
user study within a reasonable number of iterations.
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